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(54) Two-sided fluid flow plate assembly having parallel flow channels

(57) A fluid flow plate assembly may include a first
manifold (11), a second manifold (12), a first flow channel,
and a second flow channel. The first manifold may have
a fluid inlet (11a) for receiving an incoming fluid and may
extend along a first direction to provide a channel for
transporting the incoming fluid along the first direction.
The first manifold may have at least two distribution out-
lets (11b), each located in at least a portion of a sidewall
region (101) of the first manifold. The first manifold re-
leases at least one portion of the incoming fluid as a re-
leased fluid through each distribution outlet (11b). The
second manifold (12) may have a fluid outlet (12a) for

discharging a discharged fluid, and the discharged fluid
includes at least one portion of the incoming fluid. The
second manifold (12) may extend along a second direc-
tion to provide a channel for transporting the discharged
fluid along the second direction. The second manifold
(12) receives the discharged fluid through at least two
discharged fluid inlets (12b) on the second manifold. The
first and second flow channels (C) are coupled between
the first manifold (11) and the second manifold (12)
through distribution outlets and discharged fluid inlets.
The second flow channel is parallel to the first flow chan-
nel with a dividing wall (16) between the first and second
flow channels.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPILCATIONS

[0001] This Application claims priority from U.S. provi-
sional application no. 61/267,387, filed on December 7,
2009, the entirety of which is incorporated by reference
herein. The application also relates to three co-pending
applications listing the same inventors and claiming pri-
ority also from U.S. provisional application no.
61/267,387. The first one is entitled "Fluid Flow Plate
Assemblies" filed on August 9, 2010 (Attorney Docket
No. 06720.0314); the second one is entitled "Modular-
ized Fuel Cell Devices and Fluid Flow Plate Assemblies"
filed on August _, 2010 (Attorney Docket No.
06720.0316); and the third one is entitled "Fuel Cell De-
vices" filed on August _, 2010 (Attorney Docket No.
06720.0317). This Application further claims priority from
Taiwan Patent Application No. 099107216, filed on
March. 12, 2010, the entirety of which is incorporated by
reference herein.

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

[0002] This application relates in general to fluid flow
plate assemblies and in particular to fluid flow plate as-
semblies having parallel flow channels.

Description of Related Art

[0003] Fluid flow plates are structures that are de-
signed for fluid-related applications, such as for carrying,
delivering, dividing, and/or distributing one or more types
of fluids. The term "fluid" is used here in a broad sense,
which can be anything that is capable of flowing from one
point to another. For example, a fluid may include air,
gas, liquid, viscous fluid, etc., each of which is capable
of flowing or moving itself or a part of it from one point to
another.
[0004] As an illustrative example, one of the many uses
for fluid flow plates is fuel cell applications, in which fluid
flow plates may be used to transport, guide, and/or dis-
tribute one or more kinds of "fuel", which may be in a
liquid or gaseous form, for generating electric power. FIG.
1 illustrates a sectional view of an exemplary fuel cell
device in the prior art. Referring to FIG. 1, a single fuel
cell 400, such as a Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel
Cell (also known as "PEMFC"), may include a membrane
electrode assembly 410, two gas diffusion layers 405 and
406, and two fluid flow plates 401 and 402. As illustrated,
the two gas diffusion layers 405 and 406 may sandwich
between them the membrane electrode assembly 410,
and the two fluid flow plates 401 and 402 may sandwich
between them both the membrane electrode assembly
410 and the two gas diffusion layers 405 and 406. The
fluid flow plates 401 and 402 each may provide one or

more flow channels, such as flow channels 403 and 404,
and a reactant fluid may flow through each of the flow
channels. As an example, the membrane electrode as-
sembly 410 may include a proton exchange membrane
409, an anode catalyst layer 407, and a cathode catalyst
layer 408. The anode and cathode catalyst layers 407
and 408 each may include platinum or platinum alloy,
which may serve as a catalyst and facilitate electrochem-
ical fuel cell reactions.
[0005] To facilitate the efficiency or ease of fluid distri-
bution or that of an accompanying components, such as
a fuel cell device, it may be desirable to provide fluid flow
plates that may increase the ease of flow movement or
distribution, decrease flow resistance, simplify system or
component design, or provide different fluid flow charac-
teristics.

SUMMARY

[0006] In one embodiment, a fluid flow plate assembly
may include a first manifold, a second manifold, a first
flow channel, and a second flow channel. The first man-
ifold may have a fluid inlet for receiving an incoming fluid
and may extend along a first direction to provide a chan-
nel for transporting the incoming fluid along the first di-
rection. The first manifold may have at least two distri-
bution outlets, each located in at least a portion of a side-
wall region of the first manifold. The first manifold releas-
es at least one portion of the incoming fluid as a released
fluid through each distribution outlet. The second mani-
fold may have a fluid outlet for discharging a discharged
fluid, and the discharged fluid include at least one portion
of the incoming fluid. The second manifold may extend
along a second direction to provide a channel for trans-
porting the discharged fluid along the second direction.
The second manifold receives the discharged fluid
through at least two discharged fluid inlets on the second
manifold.
[0007] The first flow channel is coupled between the
first manifold and the second manifold through a first one
of the distribution outlets and a first one of the discharged
fluid inlets for distributing a first portion of the released
fluid. The first fluid flow channel may have multiple chan-
nel sections extending in at least two directions and ex-
tending substantially along a fluid distribution plane. The
first portion of the released fluid flows through the first
fluid flow channel and to the first discharged fluid inlet as
a first portion of the discharged fluid. The second flow
channel is parallel to and shares both the first and second
manifolds with the first flow channel, with a dividing wall
between the first and second flow channels. The second
flow channel is coupled between the first manifold and
the second manifold through a second one of the distri-
bution outlet and a second one of the discharged fluid
inlets for distributing a second portion of the released
fluid. The second fluid flow channel may have multiple
channel sections extending substantially along the fluid
distribution plane. The second portion of the released
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fluid flow through the second fluid flow channel and to
the second discharged fluid inlet as a second portion of
the discharged fluid. In one embodiment, the first direc-
tion is substantially parallel with the fluid distribution
plane, and the second direction is substantially parallel
with the fluid distribution plane.
[0008] In another embodiment, a fluid flow plate as-
sembly may include a first manifold, a second manifold,
a first flow channel, and a second flow channel. The first
manifold may have a fluid inlet for receiving an incoming
fluid and may extend along a first direction to provide a
channel for transporting the incoming fluid along the first
direction. The first manifold may have at least two distri-
bution outlets. The first manifold releases at least one
portion of the incoming fluid as a released fluid through
each distribution outlet. The second manifold may have
a fluid outlet for discharging a discharged fluid, and the
discharged fluid include at least one portion of the incom-
ing fluid. The second manifold may extend along a sec-
ond direction to provide a channel for transporting the
discharged fluid along the second direction. The second
manifold receives the discharged fluid through at least
two discharged fluid inlets, each located in at least a por-
tion of a sidewall region of the second manifold.
[0009] The first flow channel is coupled between the
first manifold and the second manifold through a first one
of the distribution outlets and a first one of the discharged
fluid inlets for distributing a first portion of the released
fluid. The first fluid flow channel may have multiple chan-
nel sections extending in at least two directions and ex-
tending substantially along a fluid distribution plane. The
first portion of the released fluid flow through the first fluid
flow channel and to the first discharged fluid inlet as a
first portion of the discharged fluid. The second flow chan-
nel is parallel to and shares both the first and second
manifolds with the first flow channel with a dividing wall
between the first and second flow channels. The second
flow channel is coupled between the first manifold and
the second manifold through a second one of the distri-
bution outlets and a second one of the discharged fluid
inlets for distributing a second portion of the released
fluid. The second fluid flow channel may have multiple
channel sections extending substantially along the fluid
distribution plane. The second portion of the released
fluid flow through the second fluid flow channel and to
the second discharged fluid inlet as a second portion of
the discharged fluid. In one embodiment, the first direc-
tion is substantially parallel with the fluid distribution
plane, and the second direction is substantially parallel
with the fluid distribution plane.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0010] Embodiments disclosed herein may be better
understood with references made to the accompanying
drawings, wherein:
[0011] FIG. 1 illustrates a sectional view of an exem-
plary fuel cell device in the prior art;

[0012] FIG. 2A illustrates an exploded view diagram
of an exemplary fuel cell module device consistent with
an embodiment;
[0013] FIG. 2B illustrates a side view diagram of the
fuel cell module device illustrated in FIG. 2A;
[0014] FIG. 2C illustrates a sectional view, along line
B-B’ in FIG. 2B, of the fuel cell module device illustrated
in FIG. 2B;
[0015] FIG. 3A illustrates a perspective diagram of an
exemplary fluid flow plate assembly consistent with an
embodiment;
[0016] FIG. 3B illustrates a sectional view of a manifold
in the fluid flow plate assembly illustrated in FIG. 3A;
[0017] FIG. 4A illustrates a perspective diagram of a
fluid flow plate assembly consistent with an embodiment;
[0018] FIG. 4B illustrates a side view of the fluid flow
plate assembly illustrated in FIG. 4A;
[0019] FIG. 5A illustrates a perspective diagram of a
fluid flow plate assembly consistent with an embodiment;
[0020] FIG. 5B illustrates a side view of the fluid flow
plate assembly illustrated in FIG. 5A; and
[0021] FIG. 5C illustrates a sectional view, along line
X1-X2 in FIG. 5B, of a manifold in the fluid flow plate
assembly illustrated in FIG. 5B.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] Embodiments disclosed herein may include
parallel flow channels placed on opposite sides of a di-
viding wall to form a part of a fuel cell device. In some
embodiments, multiple flow channels may share one or
two common manifolds for the intake and/or discharge
of a fluid. FIG. 2A illustrates an exploded view diagram
of an exemplary fuel cell module or device consistent
with an embodiment. A fuel cell system may have multiple
fuel cell modules stacked sequentially to provide a com-
plete system or fuel cell battery. Referring to FIG. 2A, a
fuel cell module or device may include a fluid flow plate
assembly 10, one sealing members 20, and one fuel cell
core 30. Two fuel cell cores 30 and two sealing members
20 are illustrated in FIG. 2A to illustrate an exemplary
embodiment in which there is a fuel cell core on each
side of the flow field plate assembly 10. Each fuel cell
cores 30 may include a plurality of current collectors 31.
As illustrated in FIG. 2B and 2C, each of the fuel cell
cores 30 may further include a membrane electrode as-
sembly 410 and two gas diffusion layers 405 and 406
that sandwich between them. Depending on the design,
the current collectors may be part of the membrane elec-
trode assembly to collect or conduct the electric current
generated by the fuel cell reaction occur at the membrane
electrode assembly. The gas diffusion layers and the cur-
rent collectors 31 may be disposed on the opposite sides,
i.e., anode and cathode sides, of the membrane elec-
trode assembly, and each of the current collectors 31
may be exposed to a neighboring flow channel to facilitate
electrochemical reactions of the fuel cell device.
[0023] As shown in FIG. 2A, the fluid flow plate assem-
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bly 10 may be placed in a gap G between the two cores
30. Flow channels, each of which may be constructed
similar to a flow channel C, may be formed on the two
sides, such as a first side S 1 and a second side S2, of
the fluid flow plate assembly 10. In one embodiment, a
first one of cores 30, a first one of sealing members 20,
the fluid flow plate assembly 10, a second one of sealing
members 20, and a second one of cores 30 may be
stacked sequentially, and those components may be
bound together via one or more coupling members, such
as a clamp R, some type of sealant, or any other binding
devices or medium. Each of the two sealing members 20
that is placed between one side of the fluid flow plate
assembly 10 and the corresponding core 30 may help to
provide a fluid/air-tight seal and avoid or reduce leakage.
[0024] Referring to FIG. 3A, the fluid flow plate assem-
bly 10 may be a rectangular or substantially rectangular
structure in one embodiment, and one or more flow chan-
nels C may be arranged along a fluid distribution plane
thereof. In one embodiment, the fluid distribution plane
may be parallel with a central axis A or extend along the
central axis A. The flow channels C may be placed on
both sides of the fluid flow plate assembly 10, with a di-
viding wall (shown as element 16 in FIG. 3B and 16a and
16b in FIG. 5C) between each pair of opposing flow chan-
nels. Each pair of the opposing flow channels may have
their outer surfaces exposed respectively to the first and
second sides S1 and S2 of the fluid flow plate assembly
10. In one embodiment, the fluid flow plate assembly 10
may include a first manifold 11 and a second manifold
12 that communicate with the flow channels C. Depend-
ing on its applications, design need, system size, or other
considerations, a fluid flow plate assembly 10 may have
two or more flow channels arranged (or expanded) along
the X axis, the Y axis, and/or the Z axis as shown in FIG.
3A. FIG. 3A illustrates an embodiment in which two flow
channels are arranged along the Y axis and four flow
channels are arranged along the X axis.
[0025] As illustrated by the arrows in FIG. 3A, a reac-
tant/incoming fluid may enter the first manifold 11 from
a first end 101, such as through a fluid inlet of the fluid
flow plate assembly 10. Part of the incoming fluid may
flow through one of the flow channels C, which provides
an exposed reaction area for the fluid released into the
flow channel (released fluid), such as a reaction area
exposed to an exchange membrane of one or more fuel
cell systems. The fluid, partially or fully reacted, may be
discharged through the second manifold 12, and the dis-
charged fluid may leave the fluid flow plate assembly
from a second end 102, through a fluid outlet of the fluid
flow plate assembly 10.
[0026] In one embodiment, the fluid flow plate assem-
bly 10 may include the first manifold 11, the second man-
ifold 12, and two or more fluid flow channels C coupled
between the first manifold 11 and the second manifold
12. The first manifold 11 has its fluid inlet 11 a for receiving
the incoming fluid and extends along a first direction, such
as the direction indicated by the arrow at the right in FIG.

3A, to provide a channel for transporting the incoming
fluid partially along the first direction. The second mani-
fold 12 has its fluid outlet 12a for discharging a discharged
fluid, and the discharged fluid may include a portion of
the incoming fluid, which may have been partially or fully
reacted. The second manifold 12 may extend along a
second direction, such as the direction indicated by the
arrow at the left in FIG. 3A, to provide a channel for trans-
porting the discharged fluid partially along the second
direction. As illustrated in FIG. 3A, both the first and sec-
ond directions may be substantially parallel with the fluid
distribution plane of the fluid flow channels C.
[0027] The first manifold 11 may have two or more dis-
tribution outlets, such as distribution outlets 11b, and
each may be located in at least a portion of a sidewall
region of the first manifold 11. The first manifold 11 may
release a portion of the incoming fluid as a released fluid
through the distribution outlets. The second manifold 12
may receive the discharged fluid through at two or more
discharged fluid inlets, such as discharged fluid inlet 12b,
and each may be located in at least a portion of a sidewall
region of the second manifold 12. The fluid flow channels
C, as illustrated in FIG. 3A, may be coupled between at
least one of the distribution outlets (of the first manifold
11) and at least one of the discharged fluid inlets (of the
second manifold 12) for distributing a portion of the re-
leased fluid from the first manifold.
[0028] For a pair of the flow channels C that are placed
on the two sides S1 and S2 of the fluid flow plate assembly
10, they may share a common set of fluid intake and
discharge manifolds, such as the first manifold 11 and
the second manifold 12. In one embodiment, the first flow
channel C at the first side S1 is coupled between the first
manifold 11 and the second manifold 12 through a first
distribution outlet and a first discharged fluid inlet, for
distributing a first portion of the released fluid. As illus-
trated in Fig. 3A, the first flow channel may have multiple
channel sections extending in at least two directions and
extending substantially along the fluid distribution plane.
A first portion of the released fluid may flow through the
first flow channel and to the first discharged fluid inlet as
a first portion of the discharged fluid.
[0029] In one embodiment, the second flow channel C
at the second side S2 is parallel to the first flow channel
C at the first side S 1 with a dividing wall between the
first and second flow channels (or between the two sides
S1 and S2). The second flow channel C is coupled be-
tween the first manifold 11 and the second manifold 12
through a second distribution outlet and a second dis-
charged fluid inlet for distributing a second portion of the
released fluid. Similar to the first flow channel, the second
flow channel may have multiple channel sections extend-
ing substantially along the fluid distribution plane. A sec-
ond portion of the released fluid may flow through the
second flow channel and to the second discharged fluid
inlet as a second portion of the discharged fluid.
[0030] In one embodiment, the first and second man-
ifolds 11 and 12 may be embedded in a fluid flow plate
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assembly. For example, the fluid flow plate assembly 10
may have the first and second manifolds 11 and 12 in-
corporated in the assembly, which can be manufactured
as one or more molded pieces. The first and second man-
ifolds 11 and 12 may extend substantially along (or sub-
stantially parallel to) the central axis A or the fluid distri-
bution plane. Flow resistance can be reduced in some
embodiments to provide even or substantially even flow
rates and/or to provide consistent or substantially con-
sistent concentrations of the reactant fluid distributed. In
some embodiments, increased consistency in flow rates
or concentrations may improve the efficiency of fuel cell
devices coupled with the fluid flow plate assembly.
[0031] FIG. 3B illustrates a sectional view of a mani-
fold, such as the first manifold 11 (or the second manifold
12), in the fluid flow plate assembly illustrated in FIG. 3A.
Referring to FIG. 3B, the manifold 11 may have a round
(or nearly round) cross section with two opening 110 at
two sides, each of which may serve as a distribution outlet
in at least a portion of a sidewall region of the first manifold
11, such as distribution outlets 11 a illustrated in FIG. 3A.
The first manifold 11, therefore, may release some por-
tion of the incoming fluid as a released fluid through the
distribution outlets. The first manifold 11 may have one
or more openings 110 as a distribution outlet, and the
opening 110 may occupy an angle range θ within the
range of about 0 to about 180 degrees of a section of the
first manifold 11. For example, the openings 110 illus-
trated in FIG. 3B may be about 70 degrees, occupying
the lower left quarter and the lower right quarter of the
round cross-section illustrated. Depending on the design
of a system, a manifold, fuel distribution rate, rate control
among different fluid flow channels, and other consider-
ations, the angle range may be smaller or larger, and the
direction of the openings may vary.
[0032] FIG. 4A illustrates a perspective diagram of a
fluid flow plate assembly consistent with an embodiment,
and FIG. 4B illustrates a side view of the fluid flow plate
assembly illustrated in FIG. 4A. Referring to FIGs. 4A
and 4B, another embodiment of the fluid flow plate as-
sembly 10 may include several flow channels C formed
on the first and second sides S1 and S2 thereof and ar-
ranged along the Z axis. In this embodiment, the fluid
flow plate assembly 10 may include the first manifold 11
disposed at or near the central axis A of the fluid flow
plate assembly 10 and second and third discharge man-
ifolds 12 and 13 disposed respectively below and above
the first manifold 11. In one embodiment, because the
first manifold 11 and the discharge manifolds 12 and 13
in FIGs. 4A and 4B may be embedded in the fluid flow
plate assembly 10 and substantially parallel to the central
axis A, flow resistance can be reduced to facilitate more
rapid and even reactant fluid flow through the fluid flow
plate assembly 10 compared to other designs.
[0033] FIG. 5A illustrates a perspective diagram of a
fluid flow plate assembly consistent with an embodiment,
and FIG. 5B illustrates a side view of the fluid flow plate
assembly illustrated in FIG. 5A. Referring to FIGs. 5A

and 5B, another embodiment of the fluid flow plate as-
sembly 10 also may include several flow channels C
formed on the first and second sides S1 and S2 thereof
and along both the X axis and the Z axis, providing a
three-dimensional structure of multiple flow channels. In
this embodiment, the flow channels C are arranged in a
2-dimensional "matrix" (along both the X and Z axis) on
each of the opposite sides of the fluid flow plate assembly
10.
[0034] As the arrows indicate in FIGs. 5A and 5B, the
reactant fluid enters the fluid flow plate assembly 10 via
the first manifold 11 from the first end 101 of the fluid flow
plate assembly 10, flows through the flow channels C to
the second manifold 12 or the third manifold 13 (depend-
ing on which flow channel the fluid enters), and is dis-
charged from the fluid flow plate assembly 10 via the
second manifold 12 or the third manifold 13. Alternatively,
the reactant fluid may enter the fluid flow plate assembly
10 via the second manifold 12 and the third manifold 13
from a second end 102 of the fluid flow plate assembly
10, flow through the flow channels C to the first manifold
11, and exit the fluid flow plate assembly 10 via the first
manifold 11. In another embodiment, the first manifold
11 may have a sealed fluid inlet, resulting in a fluid flow
from the manifold 12 to the first manifold 11 and then to
the third manifold 13.
[0035] FIG. 5C illustrates a sectional view along line
XI-X2 in FIG. 5B, of the first manifold 11 in the fluid flow
plate assembly illustrated in FIG. 5B. Referring to FIG.
5C, the first manifold 11 in FIGs. 5A and 5B may have a
round (or nearly round) cross section with four openings
110 formed on the upper-left, upper-right, lower-left and
lower-right sides, each of which may serve as a distribu-
tion outlet, in at least a portion of a sidewall region of the
first manifold 11 and may communicate with a separate
flow channel C at the corresponding locations of the fluid
flow plate assembly 10. In one embodiment, respectively
for the design above and below the first manifold 11, two
flow channels C may be placed on both sides of the fluid
flow plate assembly 10, with a dividing wall (16a for the
lower pair of opposing channels C and 16b for the upper
pair of opposing channels in FIG. 5C) between each pair
of opposing flow channels. As shown in FIG. 5C, the
openings 110 may be placed symmetrically around the
first manifold 11 in one embodiment, wherein the angle
range θ of each of the openings 110 may be in the range
of more than about 0 to less than about 90 degrees. For
example, the openings 110 may have an angle range θ
of about 30 degrees as illustrated in FIG. 5C. Depending
on the design of a system, a manifold, fuel distribution
rate, rate control among different fluid flow channels, and
other considerations, the angle range may be smaller or
larger, the direction of the openings may vary, and the
angle range and direction of each opening may vary.
[0036] Embodiments illustrated above provide fuel cell
modules or devices and fluid flow plate assemblies that
may be coupled with fuel cell modules or devices. The
fluid flow plate assembly may include a first manifold, a
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second manifold, and at least a flow channel respectively
formed on a first side and a second side of the fluid flow
plate assembly. The reactant fluid may enter the fluid
flow plate assembly via the first manifold at a first end of
the fluid flow plate assembly, flow through the flow chan-
nels to the second manifold, and exit the fluid flow plate
assembly via the second manifold. In some embodi-
ments, because the first and second manifolds are em-
bedded in the fluid flow plate assembly, flow resistance
can be reduced in some instances to prevent uneven
reactant fluid flow rates and inconsistent distributed con-
centrations of the reactant fluid, improving the efficiency
of the fuel cell.
[0037] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
various modifications and variations can be made to the
disclosed embodiments. It is intended that the specifica-
tion and examples be considered as exemplary only, with
a true scope of the disclosure being indicated by the fol-
lowing claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1. A fluid flow plate assembly, comprising:

a first manifold having a fluid inlet for receiving
an incoming fluid, the first manifold extending
along a first direction and providing a channel
for transporting the incoming fluid along the first
direction, the first manifold having at least two
distribution outlets, each located in at least a por-
tion of a sidewall region of the first manifold,
wherein the first manifold releases at least one
portion of the incoming fluid as a released fluid
through each distribution outlet;
a second manifold having a fluid outlet for dis-
charging a discharged fluid, the discharged fluid
comprising at least one portion of the incoming
fluid, the second manifold extending along a
second direction and providing a channel for
transporting the discharged fluid along the sec-
ond direction, the second manifold receiving the
discharged fluid through at least two discharged
fluid inlets on the second manifold;
a first flow channel being coupled between the
first manifold and the second manifold through
a first one of the distribution outlets and a first
one of the discharged fluid inlets for distributing
a first portion of the released fluid, the first fluid
flow channel having multiple channel sections
extending in at least two directions and extend-
ing substantially along a fluid distribution plane,
the first portion of the released fluid flowing
through the first fluid flow channel and to the first
discharged fluid inlet as a first portion of the dis-
charged fluid; and
a second flow channel being parallel to the first
flow channel with a dividing wall between the

first and second flow channels, the second flow
channel coupled between the first manifold and
the second manifold through a second one of
the distribution outlets and a second one of the
discharged fluid inlets for distributing a second
portion of the released fluid, the second fluid flow
channel having multiple channel sections ex-
tending substantially along the fluid distribution
plane, the second portion of the released fluid
flowing through the second fluid flow channel
and to the second discharged fluid inlet as a sec-
ond portion of the discharged fluid, wherein the
first direction is substantially parallel with the flu-
id distribution plane, and the second direction is
substantially parallel with the fluid distribution
plane.

2. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 1, further com-
prising: third and fourth flow channels coupled be-
tween the first manifold and a third manifold, each
of the third and fourth flow channels being coupled
between an additional distribution outlet of the first
manifold and a discharged fluid inlet of the third man-
ifold for distributing a portion of the released fluid,
each of the third and fourth flow channels having
multiple channel sections extending substantially
along the fluid distribution plane,
wherein the third flow channel is parallel to the fourth
flow channel with a dividing wall between the third
and fourth flow channels, and the each additional
distribution outlet of the first manifold is located in at
least a portion of a sidewall region of the first mani-
fold.

3. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 1, wherein the
second manifold and the third manifold are located
at two opposite sides of the first manifold.

4. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 1, further com-
prising a fuel cell device, coupled with the first and
second fluid flow channels, to generate electric pow-
er from a reaction with the first and second portions
of the released fluid.

5. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 1, further com-
prising additional fluid flow channels arranged sub-
stantially along the first direction following at least
one of the first and second fluid flow channels.

6. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 1, wherein the
first manifold has at least one opening as one of the
first and second distribution outlets, the at least one
opening occupying an angle range within a range of
about 0 to about 180 degrees of a section of the first
manifold.

7. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 8, wherein the
at least one opening occupies an angle range within
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a range of more than 0 to less than 90 degrees of a
section of the first manifold.

8. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 1, wherein the
second manifold receives at least one of the first and
second portions of the discharged fluid through at
least a portion of a sidewall region of the second
manifold.

9. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 8, wherein the
second manifold has at least one opening as one of
the first and second discharged fluid inlets, the at
least one opening occupying an angle range within
a range of about 0 to about 180 degrees of a section
of the second manifold.

10. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 9, wherein the
at least one opening occupies an angle range within
a range of more than 0 to less than 90 degrees of a
section of the second manifold.

11. A fluid flow plate assembly, comprising:

a first manifold having a fluid inlet for receiving
an incoming fluid, the first manifold extending
along a first direction and providing a channel
for transporting the incoming fluid along the first
direction, the first manifold having at least two
distribution outlets, wherein the first manifold re-
leases at least one portion of the incoming fluid
as a released fluid through each distribution out-
let;
a second manifold having a fluid outlet for dis-
charging a discharged fluid, the discharged fluid
comprising at least one portion of the incoming
fluid, the second manifold extending along a
second direction and providing a channel for
transporting the discharged fluid along the sec-
ond direction, the second manifold receiving the
discharged fluid through at least two discharged
fluid inlets on the second manifold, each of the
at least two discharged fluid inlets being located
in at least a portion of a sidewall region of the
second manifold;
a first flow channel being coupled between the
first manifold and the second manifold through
a first one of the distribution outlets and a first
one of the discharged fluid inlets for distributing
a first portion of the released fluid, the first fluid
flow channel having multiple channel sections
extending in at least two directions and extend-
ing substantially along a fluid distribution plane,
the first portion of the released fluid flowing
through the first fluid flow channel and to the first
discharged fluid inlet as a first portion of the dis-
charged fluid; and
a second flow channel being parallel to the first
flow channel with a dividing wall between the

first and second flow channels, the second flow
channel coupled between the first manifold and
the second manifold through a second one of
the distribution outlets and a second one of the
discharged fluid inlet for distributing a second
portion of the released fluid, the second fluid flow
channel having multiple channel sections ex-
tending substantially along the fluid distribution
plane, the second portion of the released fluid
flowing through the second fluid flow channel
and to the second discharged fluid inlet as a sec-
ond portion of the discharged fluid,
wherein the first direction is substantially parallel
with the fluid distribution plane, and the second
direction is substantially parallel with the fluid
distribution plane.

12. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 11, further
comprising: third and fourth flow channels coupled
between the first manifold and a third manifold, each
of the third and fourth flow channels being coupled
between an additional distribution outlet of the first
manifold and a discharged fluid inlet of the third man-
ifold for distributing a portion of the released fluid,
each of the third and fourth flow channels having
multiple channel sections extending substantially
along the fluid distribution plane,
wherein the third flow channel is parallel to the fourth
flow channel with a dividing wall between the third
and fourth flow channels, and the each additional
distribution outlet of the first manifold is located in at
least a portion of a sidewall region of the first mani-
fold.

13. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 12, wherein
the second manifold and the third manifold are lo-
cated at two opposite sides of the first manifold.

14. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 11, further
comprising a fuel cell device, coupled with the first
and second fluid flow channels, to generate electric
power from a reaction with the first and second por-
tions of the released fluid.

15. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 11, further
comprising additional fluid flow channels arranged
substantially along the first direction following at least
one of the first and second fluid flow channels.

16. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 11, wherein
the first manifold has at least one opening, each lo-
cated in at least a portion of a sidewall region of the
first manifold, as one of the first and second distri-
bution outlets, the at least one opening occupying
an angle range within a range of about 0 to about
180 degrees of a section of the first manifold.

17. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 16, wherein
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the at least one opening occupies an angle range
within a range of more than 0 to less than 90 degrees
of a section of the first manifold.

18. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 11, wherein
the second manifold has at least one opening as one
of the first and second discharged fluid inlets, the at
least one opening occupying an angle range within
a range of about 0 to about 180 degrees of a section
of the second manifold.

19. The fluid flow plate assembly of claim 18, wherein
the at least one opening occupies an angle range
within a range of more than 0 to less than 90 degrees
of a section of the second manifold.
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